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Demand for Services:
Exploitation and Trafficking

U.S. Sales Crews ‘I Didn’t Know’
-
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Sales Crews,’
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of Mary
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“The foreman
told me that the meat will grow
back,”
Then I thought,
‘If the meat will regrow again, and
I get about $30,000, why not?’”
“What if I die?”

-

Springs

MN
Sisters
•Religious of the Sacred Heart of Mary
•Religious Sisters of Charity

-

•Sisters of the Sacred Hearts

“At
the hospital, the doctor asked me if
the recipient was my sister. I was

Sales Crews cont. on pg. 2

So I did,”
“I heard
them repeatedly saying ‘kidney’.
Organs cont. on pg. 2
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“If I die I can only hope for
the government to take care of my
two children. I don’t know if I will die
today or tomorrow. I’m just counting
my days,”
2

-

Sales Crews cont. from pg. 1
-

‘Human Harvest’

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Organs cont. from pg. 1
But I had no idea what ‘kidney’
meant. I only knew Mirgaula (the Nepali term for kidney.) “Since I didn’t
know the local language, I couldn’t
understand any conversation between
“After I came back to Nepal, I had
a doubt. So, I went to the doctor.
That’s when I found out I am missing a kidney,”

Harvest cont. pg. 3
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Hospital ‘Laundering’
‘The Invisible Issue or Organ Laundering,’

3

-

Harvest cont. from pg. 2
-

-

-

“Finding
people that wanted to talk and gaining their trust was a slow process,

-

people fear persecution from the Chinese regime. Identities were hidden in
some cases to protect those involved.”
“Some practitioners were still
breathing after their organs were removed, but they were thrown into the
hospital’s incinerator anyway,”
-

-

-

If
countries do nothing about this problem, the consequences for both donors
and recipients can be terrible, as they
may have to deal with dreadful health
outcomes,”
-

“It’s a start, but a lot still needs to be
done. Awareness and action at this
point is really essential. We can’t keep
allowing this human rights abuse to
continue,”
‘Human Harvest,’

-

-

“Transplants range from about
US$60,000 to over US$170,
000 depending on the operation, so there is a lot of money
to be made. Sadly the sale of
organs has become a source
of funding to pay for hospital
expenses,”
“Orient Organ Transplant Center
in Tianjin reported revenue of
at least 100 million yuan (approximately US$16 million)
for liver transplants alone in
2007. That’s the amount in
one hospital for one kind of
transplant in one year only.
Now imagine the whole of China.”

-

-

Laundering cont. pg. 4
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Medical Professionals

& Human Trafficking

-

4

Laundering cont. from pg. 3
-

-

-

“Somethe patient, but I felt intimidated,”
“I told one of the nurses
that the whole situation made me
uncomfortable and she agreed. She
told me a social worker had already
been called. I had two other deliveries
to go to, a neonatal ICU full of babies
awaiting me, and paperwork to do.
So I left.”

-

-

-

are transformed into legitimate organs by the process of integration into
imbursement by insurers) and health
services (follow-up treatment),”
“Countries should
follow the example of places like Spain
where reporting the recipient of an
organ purchased abroad is compulsory if follow-up care is requested.”

“Whether we see these patients in the
operating room, emergency room, or
the clinic, if we fail to notice the signs

September Summit:
Fighting Sexploitation
-

ask pertinent questions, and schedule
close follow-up, we fail these patients,”
-

‘Soft-Core’ Porn and a
Child’s Brain

-

-

-

-

-
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not go back, because we didn’t have
money. My last memory of Bolivia is
being hungry. I remember her desper-

5

Clothing Industry: Argentinian Sweatshops
-

-

“They live in the same place
where they are exploited, and
they work over 16 hours a
day,”

“They
are completely under the control of their bosses. They’re
forced to pay taxes; they eat
in the same place they work,
in inhumane conditions. Their
meals, discounted from their
wages, are skimpy, which
is why they have a high incidence of tuberculosis. They live in concentration
camp-style dormitories with bunk beds and bathrooms shared by 30, 50, 60
people.”
“When people talk about slave labor, they think of it as a ‘Bolivian’ thing and
they don’t associate it with consumerism, with local working class people, with
the complicity of national and city governments. We are merely the leftovers,
the excluded, the exiled.”

“It’s all just seen as normal,
and it doesn’t have to do with cultural
characteristics,”
“When my
mom opened up her workshop she
didn’t think: now I’m going to exploit
She had learned how the system
worked. She saw working 16 hours,
in those conditions, as something normal. It’s capitalism overlapping with
the issue of immigration,”

-

“It’s all part of a big scheme: people
“When you come here you’re very vulnerable because you don’t know the
place…they tell you ‘this is where you’ll work, and we’ll bring your meals,’ and
you start to just accept the situation as normal. You don’t question anything
because they’re giving you a solution after things were really hard back in your
own country,”
“The idea was to come here and

conditions, and forced to work making clothes for big and small brand
names, street fairs, famous designers,
fashion boutiques, counterfeit clothing markets, and even government
departments,”
Clothing cont. pg. 6
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Clothing cont. from pg. 5
-

“to raise awareness about
the laws so people don’t keep bringing people in”
“because without them slave labor wouldn’t exist.”

Film: ‘The True Cost’

-

-

-

“guarantee that the sweatshops will be safe from problems in
exchange for bribes.”

-

-
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Lawyers’ Role in the Fight
Against Human Trafficking

Advocacy

-

7
-

Polaris Advocacy

for Victims of ‘Sales Crew’ Abuses
Federal government entities
-

State governments

‘Freedom for All: An Attorney’s
ing’

Law enforcement agents

Service organizations
-

publishing industry

-

hotel and transportation industry

Consumers

pro bono

-
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Update on the 2015 ‘Dirty Dozen’ List

Thank Hilton at:

Verizon Update:

American Apparel Update:
-

Cosmopolitan Update:

To complain, go to:

-

Backpage.com Update:
Hilton Update:
“is not in keeping with our
company’s vision.”
“Backpage
is the leading website in America for
prostitution advertising, generating
nearly 80% of all the online prostitution advertising revenue. Victims of
and sold on this website, which
is essentially the equivalent of a
has demonstrated commendable
leadership in the movement to end
Backpage’s business model of sexual
exploitation.”

“We are making immediate changes
to our global brand standards to
eliminate adult video-on-demand entertainment in all our hotels worldwide. While the vast majority of our
content today, this content will be
phased out of all other hotels subject
to the terms of their contracts. We
degree of choice and control during
their stays with us, including Wi-Fi
on personal devices.”

“We encourage those with
concerns about the content of this
or other magazines to contact the
publishers directly, as we believe
dress these matters,”
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Toll-Free 24/7 Hotline

National Human Trafficking
Resource Center
1.888.3737.888
Text ‘Help’ at: BeFree
(233733)

Informative Web Sites:
(Each contains information
related to human trafficking)

Action

2015 ‘Dirty Dozen’ List

9

Actions to Fight Porn

Ask Twitter
to Change Course

Polaris ‘Sales Crew’
Actions:

American Medical
Women’s Association

P.A.T.H.
2015 Coalition to End Sexual
Exploitation Summit
Sept. 10-12 in Orlando, FL

-

#PornFreeWiFi
Cosmopolitan
Campaign
-

Dancing Lessons
-

Clothing Industry
Actions:

Stop Putting Porn
in Front of Kids!

-

Jean Schafer, SDS

